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Heather Scrimsher of Fiberosity uses photos of ordinary objects--a chain-link fence, pop beads, a propeller--to inspire fascinating modern quilts. This quilt-pattern collection is proof that
beauty abounds when you see the world through a quilter's eyes. 15 clever projects, from wall hangings to bed-sized quilts Inspiration photos for each finished quilt Innovative designs for
quilters with a broad range of skills
More than 200 classic quilt blocks to create a keepsake quilt! From Rosemary Youngs, the author who brought you The Civil War Diary Quilt and Quilts from the American Homefront,
comes this treasury of beloved quilt blocks. A stunning collection of classic quilt block patterns and historical anecdotes, this invaluable resource is perfect for quilters of all abilities.
Combine the blocks to make any of the projects featured in the book, from full-sized quilts to table toppers and baby quilts. With so many blocks to choose from, you're sure to find
inspiration in this book. Includes a digital link to download templates for 202 classic blocks in a ready-to-print PDF!
Presents the text of Alice Walker's story "Everyday Use"; contains background essays that provide insight into the story; and features a selection of critical response. Includes a
chronology and an interview with the author.
Familiar patterns take on a dazzling new look through unusual color and placement schemes. Color photos of 37 multiblock quilts, scores of suggestions for obtaining similarly vibrant
results, 38 diagrams, 7 full-size templates. "
250 Years of Comfort and Community
Quilt Patterns for the Modern-Day Home
Everyday Mathematics
Sew Your Own Playful Plates; 25 Elements to Mix & Match
Pioneer Sampler
Finding Inspiration in the Everyday (with 40 Projects)
Modern Blocks
Perfect for beginners, this quilting book features simple illustrations and easy-to-follow steps that teach you how to make up to 30 beautiful quilts
in a short amount of time! A comprehensive guide for both first-time quilters and those looking for a refresher course, Urban Quilting teaches you
everything you need to know about this timeless craft. Each pattern contains instructions for three different quilt sizes, with designs that feature
bold colors and geometric shapes that will stand out and look stunning in your home. Urban Quilting includes: • 10 quilt designs, each with patterns
for 3 sizes, for making up to 30 quilts • Beginner-friendly content, including everything you need to know to get started • Detailed instructions with
clear diagrams so you can learn quickly and easily • Insightful information on the history of quilting and how today's quilters are modernizing the
craft
"An art project and activity book aimed at helping children and adults improve their basic understanding of art, this reference stresses art elements
and principles, which in turn promote observation and discovery on a daily basis. Ideal for anyone wanting to bring meaningful, rich, and fun art
experiences into children's lives, this work is stocked with 65 artsy activities for the home, park, city, or even museum. Projects include going on a
photographic scavenger hunt in search of forms and shapes, writing an imaginary autobiography based solely on a museum portrait, and making a
sand casting on a trip to the beach. The projects, which are accessible and require only free or inexpensive materials, are accompanied by a helpful
index that categorizes projects by elements and principles"-365 quilt block desings with machine quilting rulers. Well known machine quilter, author and teacher Natalia Bonner has created 365 unique quilt
block designs. Each design is quilted on a 6" square, circle or triangle. Each block design has a unique QR code that links to a machine quilting
video, where Natalia will walk you step-by-step through the process of machine quilting the block.Natalia uses her popular machine quilting rulers;
4-N-1, Inside Out, Trailer, Mini 4-N-1 and Mini Inside Out
For Heather Jones, inspiration can be anywhere. For her debut book, Quilt Local, she designed a collection of 20 quilts, each inspired by objects and
places close to home—country roads, cityscapes, street signs—the landscape of her existence. Then, in a fascinating exercise in color theory and
design play, she reworked each one in a second palette to show what a striking difference just a few basic changes can make. Pattern by pattern,
Jones takes readers behind the scenes of her process, sharing photographs of her sources of inspiration, sketchbook pages, and the finished quilts.
In addition, she offers an accessible lesson in color theory as it applies to quiltmaking.
50 Quilt Blocks with Stories from History
A Block a Day for a Year
Fresh, Versatile Designs for Quilts, Clothes, Accessories, and Decor
Utility-Style Quilts for Everyday Living
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Let's Stitch a Block a Day - 365 Quilt Block Designs
The Quilt Block Bible
99 Quilt Blocks from Your Favorite Designers

Embrace the art of quilting with simple instructions to create particularly beautiful Dresden plate blocks. Each variation looks unique and all are
astonishingly easy to sew. Use any and all of the twenty-five design elements, including the four different edge treatments, the range of sizes (2”–9 1/2”),
and the amazing variety of traditional (and nontraditional) patterns, from the sawtooth to the flying geese. Mix it up even more by fabric piecing wedges
and introducing up to twenty different colors and patterns for each of the wedges. Enjoy the options and the freedom to design with color, pattern, and
shape!
Offers instructions for making a quick trip around the world quilt, a water lily quilt, and a quick quarter quilt.
Learn how to create twelve stunning contemporary quilts and develop your own designs using improvisational methods. Take inspiration from simple
objects to create twelve beautiful, contemporary quilt blocks. Create original quilts from each block design and adapt them to your own style. Learn how
to interpret print, pattern and shapes into unique quilting ideas and experiment with a range of innovative techniques for impressive, professional
results. Inside you’ll find techniques such as square piecing, basket weave, half-square triangles, chevrons, quarter circles and portholes. So, if you love
fabric and color, take a step into the world of improv quilting.
Make a home for your orphaned blocks! Orphaned blocks can find their way into any quilter’s life. Whether they are leftover from an unfinished project,
collectible blocks found at a garage sale, or even antique blocks discovered in your great-aunt’s attic, Tricia Lynn Maloney will teach you how to care for
your orphan blocks, and make a home for them. Orphan Block Quilts includes: *14 projects, with 11 variations. From full-size bed quilts to table runners,
these projects incorporate blocks from the 1880s to the 1950s. *Instructions on caring for your orphan blocks. Find out about the common problems you
might encounter with your orphans, and how to work with them. *Advice on designing a setting. Not only does Tricia provide guidance on creating
companions blocks and finding companion fabric, she also offers insight on how she overcame the design challenges of each project. *The story behind
each quilt. In addition to historical information about various fabrics and blocks, Tricia shares the stories of two of the blockmakers, providing a precious
glimpse of the lives sewn into the seams of the blocks. If you don’t have any orphan blocks, Tricia gives you advice on locating potential sources, whether
from your own family or online. And it’s easy to substitute brand-new blocks, and make a new quilt from the ground up. Check out the 11 variations in the
book, where Tricia did just that! Whether your orphan blocks are antique, vintage, collectible or simply leftover from a recent project, you can sew the
perfect setting that will let the blocks shine!
365 Quilt-Block Patterns
A Block A Day With Machine Quilting Rulers
16 Quilt Projects That Celebrate Scraps of All Sizes
Teacher's Resource Package. Grade 2
18 Surprisingly Simple Quilts
Tula Pink's City Sampler
Orphan Block Quilts
Features fifty quilt blocks that commemorate the one hundred-fiftieth anniversary of the Civil War, featuring period photographs and first-person accounts for each.
Quilting has a rich history in Maine and America and its popularity has surged in recent years as people return to traditional handcrafts. The history of quilting in Maine is a story of community and Maine State
Museum curator Laurie LaBar coaxes stories out of objects and uses those stories to enlighten, entertain, and bring new voices to Maine history. The first book of its kind, Maine Quilts 250 Years ofComfort and
Community is the accompanying volume to a major two-year exhibit at the Maine State Museum. Stories abound, and lesser known aspects of the state’s history are brought to light, but the star attractions are the quilts
themselves. Ranging from surviving Colonial era quilts to present day creations, more than 150 are presented in full color.
The fundamental shapes of geometry can be built into the grand sweeps of the Sydney Opera House or something as small as a snowflake. This title takes geometric concepts like polygons, platonic solids, and angles and
demonstrates their myriad appearances in the world around us. From the Great Pyramid of Giza to sinking a bank shot in pool, geometry abounds.
"For quilters - a pattern and information book for making That Town and Country Quilt"--Publisher information.
Quilt Block on American Barns
Incredible Modern Quilts from Everyday Inspirations
365 Foundation Quilt Blocks
The Quilt-Block History of Pioneer Days
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Creating a Handmade Home
Adorable Animal Quilting
With Projects Kids Can Make
Features 365 quilt-block patterns for piecing with a handy index Provides color illustration, lettered line drawing, and cutting instructions Includes a variety of block sizes from one day to the next; each day?s block pattern is
shown in one size
Today's quilters have many demands on their time but still want to create beautiful quilts. By the Block shows the time-poor quilter how to make sophisticated, complex-looking quilts that are each based on an easy-to-assemble
block that is used as a design tool. The 18 quilts in the book feature modern fabric choices and clever design, but all use standard quilting techniques that are in virtually every quilter's skill set.Author Siobhan Rogers has designed
18 quilts for the book, ranging from crib- to king-size quilts for beds as well as several large projects suitable for hanging. Four of the quilts have colourway variations that show the versatility of the basic design. The book is
organized according to technique such as log cabins, half-square triangles, or curved piecing, but each project offers a new twist on the traditional methods of piecing and constructing quilts. Some of the blocks are over-sized,
which help the quilter work efficiently, and the author offers additional time-saving tips. Several of the quilts use pre-cuts such as fat quarters, and some of the projects are perfect for using up fabric in the quilter's stash.Most of the
quilt blocks used in the designs are constructed with easy-to-cut blocks requiring nothing more than a rotary cutter and a quilter's ruler; some quilts are created with simple templates that will be included in the book. |Simple,
sophisticated quilts sewn ?by the block.? Today?s quilters have many demands on their time but still want to create beautiful quilts. By the Block shows the time-poor quilter how to make sophisticated, complex-looking quilts that
are based on easy-to-assemble quilt blocks. The 18 quilts in the book feature modern fabric choices and clever design, but all use standard quilting techniques that are in virtually every quilter?s skill set. Author Siobhan Rogers has
designed quilts ranging from crib- to king-size for beds as well as several large projects suitable for hanging. Four of the quilts have colourway variations that show the versatility of the basic design. The book is organized according
to technique such as log cabins, half-square triangles, or curved piecing, but each project offers a new twist on the traditional methods of piecing and constructing quilts. Some of the quilt blocks are oversized, which help the
quilter work efficiently, and the author offers additional timesaving tips.|Techniques such as log cabins, half-square triangles, or curved piecing, but each project offers a new twist on the traditional methods of piecing and
constructing quilts. Some of the quilt blocks are oversized, which help the quilter work efficiently, and the author offers additional timesaving tips.
Eleanor Burns takes this beautiful Delectable Mountain pattern and makes it available for today's quilter with her simplified methods. The quilt is made of mountain and sky rounds, beginning with the Center Square, which can
be a pieced star or appliqued flowers. An acrylic template is included for full size and miniature versions of the quilt to allow for quick, easy cutting. You can make the quilt in a two-color design, or use several color combinations
to create your masterpiece! The book contains yardage and cutting charts for several size quilts with step by step directions.
Create a sampler quilt as unique as you are! Tula Pink gives you an inspiring quilt block collection with Tula Pink's City Sampler. Make a beautiful, modern quilt of your own design with the 100 original quilt blocks or try one of
the 5 city-themed sampler quilts designed by Tula. A note from Tula: "You will notice...that the blocks are not named but simply numbered. This is intentional. I may have designed the blocks and given you the instructions on
what to cut and where to stitch, but I have not infused the blocks with any meaning. This is your quilt. The fabrics that you choose, the colors that you use and why you are making it are what will give the quilt a purpose. Name
your blocks, write in the margins, cross out the ones that you don't like, draw hearts around the ones that you love. In a perfect world, everyone's book would end up looking like a journal, coffee stains and all. The more
adventurous ones might rename the book and write their own introduction. Tula Pink's City Sampler is a collaboration between you and me. I am the platform and you are the speaker, so stand on my shoulders and tell the
future who you are and why you make."
Another 100 Blocks from a Community of Quilters
Judy Martin's Ultimate Book of Quilt Block Patterns
Quick Trip Quilts
Sampler Spree
20+ Charming Patterns for Paper-Pieced Dogs, Cats, Turtles, Monkeys and More
No Scrap Left Behind
The Quilt Block Book

"Diana created a warm, down-home country feeling with her choice of Kansas Trouble fabrics by Moda. Her quilt fulfills a drem of driving down country roads in America's heartland. It's perfect
to snuggle under by the fireplace on a cold winter day"--Page 4 of cover.
Indulge your passion for color and fabric with a smorgasbord of blocks to use in a quilt that's a visual feast. The fun begins with more than 100 beautiful quilt blocks that all finish at 6" square,
making them perfect for using scraps and for easy mixing and matching. Whether you prefer traditional or modern, you'll find so much to love in the varied assortment of block designs. Susan
Ache (you may know her as @yardgrl60 on Instagram) shares 50 expert tips throughout, plus step-by-step instructions for making half-square triangles, flying geese, stitch-and-flip corners,
and more. Once your tantalizing blocks are stitched, arranging them in the stunning sampler quilt is sheer pleasure!
Explains how to make a log cabin pattern quilt in less than sixteen hours
It’s quiltmaking made as simple as paint-by-numbers! With a new method called foundation piecing, you just follow a numerical sequence to stitch fabric onto a foundation. Even the smallest
pieces meet precisely, quickly, and accurately. With 365 projects, you could make one every day of the year. They’re organized month-by-month, so you could make a patriotic quilt with the
July blocks; a Thanksgiving quilt in November; a Christmas quilt with the December blocks; or pretty floral quilts with each month’s flowers. (There are also some whimsical designs such as
the yellow submarine that marks the day the Beatles came to America.) Photos of quilts made with blocks for each month accompany the complete instructions for the entire foundation piecing
process.
The Splendid Sampler 2
Everyday Use
By the Block
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Applying Geometry to Everyday Life
Delectable Mountains Quilt
Barbara Brackman's Civil War Sampler
That Town and Country Quilt
Stitch a block each day of the year and you'll have hours of fun all year long. You'll love creating these 365 blocks to make bed quilts, samplers, tote bags, pillows and more. Join the block-a-day quilters! Book jacket.
In Utility-Style Quilts for Everyday Living, renowned fabric and quilt designer Sharon Holland provides 12 well-illustrated projects for simple yet beautiful quilts, ranging from table runners to a queen-sized quilt. Each fastpieced project is great for beginners, with skill-building design tips and suggestions throughout. These lovely patterns are a reason for readers to dig into their stash and make a quilt that will be used and loved for years to come.
The quilts are inspired by timeless and well-loved block patterns and use surprising fabric and color choices to put a new, modern spin on tradition.
The Underground Railroad story is one of the most dramatic chapters in America's history. It's a story about how countless slaves made their way out of bondage, risking death for freedom. This book features fifteen traditional
quilt blocks believed to have had secret meanings to escaping slaves.
“With its diverse selection of fabrics and designs, A Quilting Life is a fine pick for any quilter looking to produce family-oriented keepsake results.” —The Needlecraft Shelf Bring the handmade tradition home with these
charming quilts and home accessories. Inspired by a grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and blogger Sherri McConnell gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs, and Dresden Plates a new look
featuring fabrics by some of today’s most popular designers. Nineteen cozy projects include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger quilts—quick and easy designs that make great gifts. “Sherri’s book is a treasure! It’s full of
fun and straight-forward patterns for quilts, table toppers, pillows, bags and more—all the goodies to make a cozy home.” —Thimbleanna “Would you like the opportunity to make tomorrow’s heirlooms in today’s vast selection of
prints? . . . If so, this could be the reference book that will get you started. There are 19 projects, mainly focusing on handmade household items but including some larger quilts too.” —Fabrications Quilting for You “Beautiful
inspiration if you are a seasoned quilter, but also a great resource with clear and in some cases, simple patterns for newbies as well.” —Diary of a Quilter “Color photos of finished needlework projects accompany step-by-step
diagrams and assembly patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars covering materials and cutting allow needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each project.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
200+ Traditionally Inspired Quilt Blocks from Rosemary Youngs
Quilt Improv
100+ Fresh & Fun Quilt Blocks
A Quilting Life
Making a Home for Antique, Vintage, Collectible and Leftover Quilt Blocks
Multiblock Quilt Designs
Art Is Every Day
Rescue your fabric scraps—even the smallest pieces—with 16 satisfying quilts and projects. Sew modern quilts for everyday use that will help you return
to the roots of quiltmaking, with projects designed to help you use up every last scrap. Learn sorting and storage tips to help you plan your next
quilt, with projects categorized by type of scrap—squares, strings, triangles, or little snippets. You’ll never look at scraps the same way again!
Cute, Colorful Quilt Blocks Featuring Your Favorite Animals Discover how fun and easy quilting can be with Ingrid Alteneder’s simple paper-piecing
patterns featuring adorable animals like cats, turtles, elephants and zebras. Ingrid guides you step by step through everything you need to know to get
started, including a complete beginner’s guide to foundation paper piecing, 20+ inspiring animal-themed quilt block patterns and templates for every
pattern. You’ll be amazed at how easy it is to sew colorful, professional-looking quilt blocks for pillows, whole quilts, wall hangings, bags and so
much more. Even experienced quilters will find endless inspiration in Ingrid’s charming animal world. Add a splash of color to your living room with a
bright throw pillow featuring Toni the Toucan or Ali the Alpaca. Give an ocean-themed children’s room or nursery a personal, handmade touch with a
blanket that showcases Olly the Orca or Sally the Seahorse. Sew Dominic the Dog onto your child’s backpack so they can bring their best friend to school
every day. With a plethora of fun, lovable animal quilt blocks, everyone will quickly find a favorite project to embark on. Whether you’re looking to
learn a new craft or enhance your quilting with fresh ideas, Adorable Animal Quilting will have you designing charming quilt blocks all year long.
This fun and interesting book presents the history of American pioneers by describing the quilts they made, linking common experiences they had with
various quilt patterns. Projects that kids can make are also included a great way to bring history to li
More than 28,000 quilters have sewn along with the Splendid Sampler community online. Now Pat Sloan and Jane Davidson return with 100 all-new block
patterns to inspire quilters all over the world, all over again! Choose blocks designed by Pat and Jane plus superstar quilters Lissa Alexander, Carrie
Nelson, Jenny Doan, Susan Ache, Betsy Chutchian, and many more. Blocks made with patchwork, applique, embroidery, and paper piecing provide plenty of
opportunities to try new techniques. You'll discover fun ideas for arranging your blocks in a gallery of sampler quilts. Share your progress online and
experience the joys of quilting with this "Splendid" community of quilters!
Quilt Local
Make a Quilt in a Day
15 Patterns Inspired by Urban Life, Architecture, and Beyond
Rose in Bloom
Graphic Quilts from Everyday Images
Urban Quilting
100 Modern Quilt Blocks
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Share a sense of adventure, as we travel through the historic moments that helped shape this great nation from Kentucky to San Francisco, in the 12 blocks of the Pioneer Sampler .
Easy-to-make papercraft quilt projects show how the daily lives and experiences of the pioneers came to be reflected in the quilts they made.
Meet the new kids on the block. “If you are looking for quilt block ideas, this is for you. From pinwheel to whimsical, you’ll find lots you like.” —yarnsandfabrics.co.uk Today’s most talented modern quilters put a
fresh and fun spin on 99 traditional block designs. Chock full of step-by-step instructions, how-to photographs and helpful hints, this collection of inspiring projects makes it easy for any sewer—no matter what level
of expertise—to quilt in a modern style with impressive results. Try something entirely new or put a twist on classic blocks—choose from pieced, appliquéd, and embroidered designs Fresh and fun 12” blocks are
beginner-friendly with complete cutting instructions Perfect for using your novelty, designer, and solid fabrics Great for block swaps Featuring contributions by Bari J. Ackerman, John Q. Adams, Tine Andersen,
Cheryl Arkison, Ellen Luckett Baker, Alethea Ballard, Briana Arlene Balsam, Mo Beldell, Natalia Bonner, Heather Bostic, Jessica Brown, Natasha Bruecher, Sonja Callaghan, Emily Cier, Leanne Cohen, Melissa
Crow, Monique Dillard, Kirsten Duncan, Amy Ellis, Lara Finlayson, Krista Fleckenstein, Lynne Goldsworthy, Ann Haley, Natalie Hardin, Kate Henderson, Krista Hennebury, Wendy Hill, Solidia Hubbard, Faith
Jones, Nicole Kaplan, Susan Brubaker Knapp, Wayne Kollinger, Laura West Kong, Penny Michelle Layman, Yvonne Malone, Sherri McConnell, Jamie Moilanen, Louise Papas, Angela Pingel, Weeks Ringle and
Bill Kerr, Rachel Roxburgh, Latifah Saafir, Amanda Sasikirana, Kim Schaefer, Elizabeth Scott, Amy Sinibaldi, Pat Sloan, Tiffany Stephens, Kristi Underwood, Kimberly Walus, Monika Wintermantel, Susanne
Woods, Viv Wride, Angela Yosten
Provides instructions for creating seventy-five different quilting blocks using three sewing methods: traditional piecing, foundation piecing, and appliquâe.
365 Fun-to-stitch Quilt Blocks
The Underground Railroad Sampler
Activities for the Home, Park, Museum, and City
Maine Quilts
Dresden Quilt Blocks Reimagined
Log Cabin Pattern
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